Engage: Resource 6 - Student voice survey (Years 7-12)

My thoughts about online safety at school
Section 1 - Online safety and me: I know my rights and responsibilities
A
Not at all

B
Sometimes

C
Often

D
Always

1. I think about what I share online because my digital reputation is
important to me.

2. I am confident I can help my peers if something goes wrong online
(for example, I could show them how to report abuse, block contact or
get support).

3. I think about how I can help make online platforms like TikTok
respectful and safe when I interact with others.

4. I assess the balance of digital technology in my life and use various
strategies to manage my wellbeing (for example, getting regular sleep
and turning off notifications before I go to bed).

5. I understand the possible legal and social consequences of what I
say and do online.

6. I think about the safety of others when I create online tools (for
example, by protecting their identity in surveys).
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Section 2 - Online safety lessons: At school we learn about online safety
A
Not at all

B
Sometimes

C
Often

D
Always

7. The online safety education I have had so far has been relevant to
what actually happens when I go online.

8. In class we talk about how differences between people, communities,
cultures and groups can influence experiences online.

9. I know how to identify fake news and misinformation online and
question what I see.

10. Ifeel comfortable having conversations with my teachers about good
and bad aspects of my online experiences.

11. At
 school we are taught how to handle unwanted contact online,
including sexual pressure from friends and strangers.
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Section 3 - Online safety at my school: What my school does to keep me safe online
A
Not at all

B
Sometimes

C
Often

D
Always

12. I feel that my school considers my online safety is as important as my
physical safety.

13. Conversations

about trust, respect and consent happen at my school
(for example, we discuss rules about taking and sharing photos).

14. My
 school has steps in place in case something negative happens
online (for example, if a friend is racially abused by another student).

15. 

I am given opportunities to contribute to the shaping, updating and
changing of online safety policies and procedures at my school. My
school values my opinion.
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